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Abstract.
Two simple and computationally e•cient models for simulating
stratosphericozone in three-dimensionalglobal transport models are presented. The
first, linearizodozone (or Linoz), is a first-order Taylor expansionof stratosphcric
chemical rates in which the ozone tendency has been linearizod about the local
ozone mixing ratio, temperature, and the overhead column ozone density. The
second,synthetic ozone (or Synoz), is a passive,ozone-liketracer releasedinto
the stratosphere at a rate equivalent to that of the cross-tropopauscozone flux
which, based on measurements and tracer-tracer correlations, we have calculated
to be 475 q- 120 Tg/yr. Linoz and Synoz have been evaluated in the UC Irvine
chemicaltransport model (CTM) with three differentarchivedmeteorologicalfields:

the GoddardInstitute for SpaceStudies(GISS) generalcirculationmodel (GCM)
versionII •, the GISS GCM versionII, and mergedforecastdata from the European
Centreforecastmodel(EC/Oslo). Linoz producedrealisticannual,cross-tropopausc
fluxesof 421 Tg/yr for the GISS II • windsand 458 Tg/yr for the EC/Oslo winds;
the GISS II winds producedan unrealisticflux of 790 Tg/yr. Linoz and Synoz
profilesin the vicinity of the tropopauseusingthe GISS IIt and EC/Oslo windswere
found to be in good agreementwith observations.We concludethat either approach
may be adequate for a CTM focusing on tropospheric chemistry but that Linoz
can also be used for calculating ozone fields interactively with the stratosphcric
circulation in a GCM. A future versionof Linoz will allow for evolving background
concentrationsof key sourcegases,such as CH4 and N20, and thus be applicable
for long-term climate simulations.

1.

Introduction

complex hydrocarbon chemistry, the combination of sulfur and aerosolchemistry with gas-phasechemistry, and
Since the 1950s, numerical models, which simulate
the combination of tropospheric chemistry with climate
the circulation of the atmosphere, have been used to
modeling[e.g., Hauglustaineet al., 1998; Wang et al.,
gain insight into atmosphericphenomena and to make

1998; Crutzenet al., 1999; Wild et al., 2000]. A key uppredictionson its future state [Phillips,1956;5'magorinper boundary condition, and long-standingproblem, for
sky et al., 1965]. Ever increasingcomputingpower
these modelsis the stratosphere,which controlsthe flux
has allowedfor three-dimensional(3-D) global chemiof ozone into the troposphere as well as the ultraviolet
cal transport models (CTMs) and the inclusionof an
radiation field driving the photochemistry.Concurrent
ever greater number of chemicaltracers controlled by
development in global stratospheric chemistry models
even more detailed chemical mechanisms.
has progressedto 3-D modelscarrying 50+ speciesand
The current edge in tropospheric chemical transport
being applied to the patchy, heterogeneouschemistry
modeling involves boundary layer and cloud coupling,
in the lower stratosphere that occurs on scales below

•Now at SenateEnergy and Natural ResourcesCommit- most models'resolution[e.g.,Douglasset al., 1997; de
Grandpr• et al., 1997; $teil et al., 1998; Chipperfield,

tee, Washington, D.C.

•'Nowat FrontierResearchSystemfor Global Change, 1999; Rozanovet al., 1999]. However,these models
are not suitable for coupling with general circulation
models(GCMs) for long-term climate simulations,and
Copyright 2000 by the American GeophysicalUnion.
even their merging with tropospheric CTMs represents
a major challenge. Thus we develop alternative models
Paper number 2000JD900124.
0148-0227/00/2000JD900124509.00
for stratosphericozonethat can be incorporatedreadily
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in tropospheric CTMs or climate models. These simplified stratospheric ozone simulations are, of course,
not intended to be competitive with the stratospheric
CTMs in terms of chemicalprocessesbut, like their big
cousins, are derived from current photochemical mechanisms, cross sections, and rate constants.
Our primary goalsin developinga stratosphericozone
chemistry for atmospheric models that focus on the
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a participant in the "Models and Measurements2" in-

tercomparison
[Hall et al., 1999]. In the presentstudy
the U CI CTM is driven with three setsof meteorological
fields. The first two sets are archived output from the

GoddardInstitute for SpaceStudies(GISS) generalcirculationmiddle-atmosphere
modelversionIIt [Kochand

Rind, 1998],denotedas GISS II t, and the previousversion,denotedas GISS II [Rind et al., 1988].The third

troposphereare (1) accuratecalculationof the cross- set is output from the European Centre forecastmodel
tropopauseflux, and (2) reasonablerepresentationof in conjunctionwith the Universityof Oslo (EC/Oslo)
the ozone gradients near the tropopause. Generally, in [Sundet,1997].The GISS IIt fields,originallyat 4ø lattropospheric CTMs, stratospheric ozone has been han- itude x 5ø longitudex 31 layers(4ø x 5ø x 31), have
dled by specifying climatology-based mixing ratios for been degradedto 8ø x 10ø x 23. This degradationwas
ozone in the lower stratosphere and then allowing the found to have only a minor impact on results. The
transport to determinethe cross-tropopause
flux [e.g., GISS II fields, originally at 7.8ø x 10ø x 23, are run at
Isaksen and Jackman, 1999]. The stratosphericlevel 7.8øx 10øx 21. In both casesthe uppermost layersof the
at which the ozone mixing ratios are specified, as well GCM are concatenatedinto a singleCTM layer. In the
as other factors affecting the flux, vary from model to
model. The fluxes produced by recent models using

GISS II simulations,horizontal diffusion between levels

4 and 7 (-•900-300 hPa) has been addedto allow for

variantsof this techniquerange from over 1400 Tg/yr increasedinterhemispherictransport and tropospheric
[Crutzenet al., 1999],to lessthan 400 Tg/yr [Hauglus- mixing[Pratheret al., 1987]. The EC/Oslo fieldsare
taine et al., 1998]. Suchdiscrepancies
are importantto generated
at T63 but areusedat T21 (about5.6øx5.6ø)
resolve since they give almost opposite interpretations and have 19 layerswith a ceilingat 2 hPa. The vertical
of the role of tropospheric photochemistry: the large
fluxes result in net photochemicallossof ozonethroughout most of the troposphere, whereas the much smaller
fluxes require a net production in order to balance with

coordinates of all three fields are shown in Figure 1.
In addition to its use in troposphericmodels, Linoz
is also well suited for use in GCMs where it can be run

interactivelythrough couplingto on-line heating rates.
Future applicationsenvisionedfor Linoz includelinking
We developtwo simple and computationally efficient to long-livedsourcegasessuchas CH4 and N20 for 21st
ozone models in this paper. The first is an interac- century climate changestudies.
tive linear model for ozone(Linoz) chemistry.Sucha
The remainder of this paper is organizedas follows:
model was first used in 3-D models by Cariolle and Linoz is presentedin section2, includingits formulanear-surface

losses.

D•qu• [1986]and later by Prather et al. [1990]. In
this method the ozone chemical tendency is expressed

as a linear function of ozone,temperature, and the overhead ozone column. The linearizations are performed
about an observedclimatological state for a standard
set of latitudes, months, and altitudes. The 24-hour,
zonal-mean ozonephotochemicaltendency is calculated
at each time step for each stratosphericgrid box from
these monthly varying coefficients.The secondmethod
treats

ozone

as an inert

tracer

released

in the strato-

sphere at a rate equivalent to that of the annual cross-

tropopause ozone flux, a prescribed quantity. This is
referred to as synthetic ozone (or Synoz). Linoz and
Synoz require only a single tracer with negligibleCPU
requirementsfor the "chemistry". Both allow the transport of ozone acrossthe tropopause to be controlled by
the model circulation, with the total annual flux fixed
for Synoz but unconstrained for Linoz.
These ozone models are evaluated in the University

of California at Irvine (UCI) CTM, an off-line, three-
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dimensional, global model driven by archived meteorological fields. Advection is carried out through conser- Figure 1. Model level edgesof the GISS II t, GISS II,

vation of second-order
moments[Prather,1986]. This
CTM (and olderversions)havebeenusedin a numberof
studies[Hall and Prather, 1995; Avalloneand Prather,
1997;Hanneganet al., 1998; Wild et al., 2000]and was

and EC/Oslo meteorologicalfields. Dashedlines indicatehybridlevels(usinga surfacepressureof 1000hPa),

and solid lines are constant pressurelevels. Shorter solid
lines indicate additional levels used by the GISS GCM
but groupedtogether in CTM simulations.
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1993]are adopted
tion, climatologies,and cross-tropopauseflux. Likewise, perature[Nagataniand Rosenfield,
Synozis presentedin section3. A summary of key con- from the "Models and Measurements 1" intercomparison (hereinafterreferredto as the observedclimatolclusionsand future directionsis given in section 4.
ogy).
By defininga time constantr and a steadystate mixing ratio (in the absenceof dynamics)f•,

2. Linearized Ozone (Linoz)
2.1.

Linoz

Formulation

o]
--1,

Cariolleand D•qu• [1986]werethe first to includea
linearized

ozone scheme in a three-dimensional

model.

We follow their basic parameterization and expand the
ozonetendency to first order about the local ozone mixing ratio, temperature, and overhead column ozone. In

(3)

O(P- œ)

__fo+[(p_œ)o+(T - Tø)+
OT

the following,it is assumedthat keyfamilies(NOy, Cly,
Bry) andlong-livedgases(N20, CH4, H20) experience

r,

-

0CO3

o

(4)

o

low variability and that their small-scale fluctuations
equation(3) canbe rewrittenin the morecompactform
would not produce ozonetendenciessignificantly different from

the use of a, _mean distribution.

Under

f

these

--

(fs_ f)

.

dt
conditions, deviations of the ozone tendency from its
climatologicalvalue can be calculated in terms of these Assumingr and fss remain constantover the model
three quantities. The changein ozone with time due to time step t to t + At, equation (5) can be integrated
local chemistry is given by,
analytically to

df

=

dt

-

ft+zxt_ ft + (fs• _ ft)( 1 _ e-zxt/•).

(1)

(6)

The analytic solution has the advantageof allowing a
where (? - L) representsthe ozonetendency(in units stable limit for model time steps larger than the time
of ppmv/s), the squarebracketsdenotea functionalde- constant.
The time constant r definesthe photochemicalrelaxpendence, f is the ozone mixing ratio, T is temperature,
and coa is the columnozoneabovethe point under con- ation time (as a linearizationof the loss)and is shown
sideration.Equation (1) is expandedto first order in a in Figure 2 for January and April. A rapid increase
from an hour or so in the upper stratosphere to sev-

Taylor series,

df
dt

:

(p_

+

O(P-L)

Of

(f _ fo) +
o

(2)

eral months or years in the lower stratosphereis observed. A maximum (i.e., infinity) occursduring the
polar night and alsoin the lowestfew kilometersof the
tropical stratospherewhereproductionvia 02 photoly-

greatlyexceeds
lossand drivesthe rate of changeof
o)' sis
(T- Tø)+ o(p-)l
0co3o - cø3
ozone. In the middle to upper stratosphere, because

OT

where the superscript "o" representsclimatological values and subscript "o" denotes evaluation of the partial
derivatives at fo • T ø• and cø
The climatologiesfor
03'

chemical timescales are short, ozone is very close to

steady state; however, this steady state mixing ratio
(fss) is not necessarilyequal to the observedclimato-

ozone(and columnozone)[McPeters,1993] and tem- logicalvalue (fo). Our linearizedmodelcalculatesthe
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Figure 2. Photochemicalrelaxation time (in days), defined by linearization of the loss, as a
function of latitude and pressurealtitude for (a) January and (b) April.
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same ozone that most full chemistry models would and
underpredicts ozone in the upper stratosphere. Linoz
does not solve this long-standing photochemicalprob-
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In the lower stratosphere where ozone is far from

steadystate, (P-L) ø > 0 in the tropicsand (P-L) ø <
0 in the extratropics. The Brewer-Dobson circulation
transports air from the tropical source region to the

midlatitudes and polar regions: f88 > fo in the tropics
and fss • fo in the extratropics. Note that since fss
is a linear extrapolation from the observedclimatological, it may imply a negative steady state mixing ratio.
This is neither a logical nor a practical problem. In
reality, our assumedlinearization breaks down as f is
substantially decreased;and in practicality, the chemical timescaleis much longer than that for transport, so
negativemixing ratios are never actually reached.
Ozone chemistry is inherently nonlinear, and the validity of our first-order approximation can be assessed
by examining the degreeof nonlinearity experiencedby
the tendency. Figure 3 comparesthe exact and Linoz
tendencies as a function of local ozone, temperature,
and column ozone at four pressurealtitudes (z* - 16,
24, 32, and 40 km where z* = 16 log10(1000/P) is
pressurealtitude (kin) and P is pressure(hPa)), for
May at 45øN. The ranges chosenfor each representsa
reasonableupper end of natural variability (excluding
large polar ozonedepletion)about the observedclimatology: local ozone, i50%, temperature, •20 K, and

• 0.4.
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Figure 4. Monthly probability distribution (or relative frequency)from the GISS IY model for (a) local
ozone,(b) temperature,and (c) columnozonefor May
around the 45øN latitude circle at three pressure al-

titudes: 16 km (solid), 22 km (dashed), and 30 km
(dotted-dashed).The abscissahas been scaled(ozone
and columnozone)or shifted (temperature)to the observedclimatology(a value of 1 for ozoneand column
ozoneand zerofor temperature), and demonstrates,for
example, the systematicallyhigh temperaturesof the
GISS IY meteorology. Each distribution is based on
4464 points (31 days, 4 times steps per day, and 36
longitudes).
column ozone, -I-30%. There are no significantdifferences between
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exact

and linearized

tendencies

over a

reasonablerange of local ozone mixing ratios, even at
half the climatological value. Tendency variation as a
function of temperature and column ozone experience
larger nonlinearities: temperature at +20 K overestimates the tendency by up to 20% and column ozone
at -30% underestimatesit by up to 30% in the lower
1.25 1.5 -20-1'5-10-5 0 5 10 15 20
stratosphere. Nonetheless, even these worst cases reT-Tø(K)
main reasonable,and further, their impact is mitigated
somewhat as they they occur in the lower stratosphere,
½
- - Lineadzed
tendency where chemistry is relatively slow. The overall linearity
for May, 45øN, is representative of other months and

--Exact
tendency
latitudes.

Usingresultsfrom a GISS IY simulation(detailsdescribed
below), the distribution of local ozone,temper-3
'
ature, and column ozone about the observed climatol-4
ogy can be examinedto verify that the majority of valC03
/ C03
ues fall within this linear regime. At three CTM levels
Figure 3. Comparisonof exact (solid) and linearized (z* = 16, 22, and 30 km), all valuesof ozone,temper(dashed) ozone tendenciesfor May, 45øN, at selected ature, and column at 45øN in May have been plotted
pressurealtitudes (km), as indicated, as a function of as a probability distribution in Figure 4. Only the lo(a) localozone,(b) temperature,and (c) columnozone. cal ozoneat 16 km has a significantfraction (1278 of
Tendencies have been scaled and can be converted to
real units through multiplication of the ordinates by 4464 points)of its distributionoutsidethe rangedefined
2.5 x 106 cm-3s-1 at 40 km, 1.25 x 10ø cm-3s-1 above, although even here the assumptionof linearity
at 32 km, 1.25 x 105 cm-as -1 at 24 km, and 2.5 x remains reasonable to 0.3f ø. These results are fairly
l04 cm -3 s-1 at 16 km.
typical: distributions are widest in the lower strato-
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sphere where the tail of the local ozone distribution is
beyond +50%.

each case,the single year of winds is recycled,and thus
interannual variability is not simulated. Tropospheric
Linoz consists of seven sets of tabulated coefficients
ozone production and surface deposition is simulated
(we makethe distinctionfrom look-up tables which re- by relaxing ozone in the lowest three model levels to
quire on-lineinterpolation) calculatedat 25 pressureal- 25 ppbv with a 2-day e-fold. Note that in the upper
titudes from z* = 10 to 58 km at 2 km increments, stratosphere,ozone relaxes to the steady state derived
18 latitudes(-85øS, -75øS, ..., 85øN), and 12 months. from the chemicalmodel and not the observedsteady

The firstfour setsof coefficients
givethe diurnallyaveraged climatologicalozonetendencyand the three partial derivativesfrom equation(3) calculatedusingthe
photochemical
boxmodelof Prather[1992]and Prather
andJaffe[1990](detailsgivenin Appendix).Note that

state as wasdoneby Prather et al. [1990].
The GISS II• annual, zonal-meanLinoz tendencyis

shown in Figure 5 . Above z* =35 km or so, the production and lossis balanced. Below this in the equatorial region there is excessproduction which peaks near
in the tropics around 16 km there is a net photochem- the ozone maximum. The midlatitudes show an apical ozone production due to 02 photolysis of about proximate balance, while excessloss occurs in the polar
I ppbv/d. The remainingthree setscontainthe ozone regions. This is consistent with models running full

chemistry[de Grandpr•et al., 1997].
and columnozoneclimatologies
[McPeters,1993] and stratospheric
The Linoz Dobson maps (or zonal, monthly-mean
the temperat•l_reclimatologies[Nagatani and Rosenfield, 1993]. Use of other similar climatologiesshould ozonecolumndensities)are presentedin Figure 6 along
not significantly affect the simulations. The lineariza-

tion terms (i.e., the partial derivatives)are determined
by perturbing the local ozone, temperature, and column ozoneseparatelyand recalculatingradicalsand the
diurnally averaged tendency. The perturbations were
+5% in local ozone, +4 K in temperature, and +5%
in column ozone. Note that the column perturbation
is treated as a purely radiative change(i.e., photolysis rates) in order to isolate its effectsfrom the local
ozoneperturbation. Further detailsconcerningthe photochemical calculations are given in the Appendix.
Linoz is implemented in any CTM by a once-permonth remapping of the coefficientsonto the CTM latitude and altitude grids effectivelygeneratingthe set of
seventables specificto the model grid. This is done
through linear interpolation in latitude and by averaging the coefficients,originally calculated at 2-km increments in pressure altitude, over the CTM layers. In
operation the chemically driven change in ozone in a
grid box is determineddirectly from equation (6) evaluated at the midpoint of each grid box. The value of
local ozoneis simply the mean over a grid box (or the
zeroth order moment) while temperature is obtained
from the archived meteorologicalfields. The total column above a layer is calculatedby integrating over the
layersaboveand includeshalf of the columnin the layer

with the observed climatology. In the calculation of
the EC/Oslo maps it was necessaryto add the climatological ozone column above the model top at 2 hPa,

about 5-8 Dobson Units (DU). The EC/Oslo climatology (Figure 6b) is in excellent agreementwith the
observedclimatology (Figure 6a) despite having only
one level between 20 and 2 hPa (z* = 27-43 km;
see Figure 1). This agreementincludesthe Southern
and Northern Hemisphere maximums and the midlatitude gradients. An ozone hole is not simulated due

to the lack of polar stratosphericcloud (PSC) chemistry in Linoz. The tropics are also generally consistent
with observations, but some anomalous structure ap-

pears (e.g., a local maximum of about 310 DU centered
on the equator in August). This is probably the result
of inappropriate averaging of the Linoz coefficientsover
the EC/Oslo 20-2 hPa level which may containup to
120 DU in the tropics, or roughly half the stratospheric
column. The GISS II map (Figure 6c), which doesnot
include temperature feedback becausetemperature was
not recorded in the meteorologicalfields, displays the
same basic structure as the observed climatology but
is deficient in several ways. The tropical minimum is
roughly 20 DU below the observations, and the latitudinal gradients though the midlatitude autumns are
too steep. The magnitude of the Northern and South-

ern Hemispherepeaks agree with observations,but the
Southern Hemisphere peak spa:ns40ø in latitude and
mean, or zeroth order moment, so any changein ozone persistsfor four months.
GISS II• Linoz climatologiesare shown for the lodue to chemistry is evenly distributed throughout the
model grid box. Upon completion of the chemistry, the cal ozonefeedbackonly (Figure 6d), local and column
first- and second-ordermomentsare then scaledby the ozonefeedback(Figure 6e) and local ozone,temperachemistry-inducedfractional changein ozone mass.
ture, and columnozonefeedback(Figure 6f). All three
are similar and agree with the observed climatology
2.2. Linoz Climatology
quite well in seasonaland latitudinal trends as well as
In this sectionwe examinethe Linoz climatologies absolute values. The exception to this is the Southern
derivedusingthe GISS II t, GISS II, and EC/Oslo me- Hemispherewinter and springsouth of 40ø. The Southteorologiesand compare them with the observed clima- ern Hemispheremaximum is not offsetfrom the pole as
tology. Each is taken as the final year of a 5-year in- expectedbut peaks at the pole and is roughly 60 DU too
tegration initialized with the observedclimatology. In large (100 DU when includingtemperaturefeedback).
under

consideration.

Note that the cu•ml•
-•'•*•ry

•'
*
is u•rec•ly
•
• • only to •*•oupm,•
....•
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This feature(alsoobservedin the GISS II map) is dy- ing "current" chemistry(i.e., the rates from DeMote
et al. [1997])and the extent to which this persistent
The addition of the column ozone feedback term acts discrepancy
is real (e.g., missingchemistry)or simply
namic in origin and is discussedfurther in section 2.3.

to slightly increase the column values in the midlati- a problem with photochemical rates remains uncertain
tude and polar regionsby roughly 5-10 DU due to an [WMO, 1999]. Another commoncharacteristic
of the
approximate10% underestimateof ozonethrough the Linoz climatologiesis the underestimateof the ozone
middle and upper stratosphere, as shown below. The maximum in the tropics near 35 km by roughly 0.5zonal, monthly-meanGISS IIt temperaturesare gener- I ppmv, a differencewhich increaseswhen the column
ally 0-15 K warmer than climatology (compare with feedback is not included as observed in the GISS II • sim-

Figure 4b) which leadsto a decreasein ozone. Excep- ulations.

Thus inclusion of the column feedback term

tions to this are mainly in the lower stratospherewhere acts to push ozoneback toward the observedclimatolthe bulk of the column resides;coolertemperatures lead ogyand illustratesthe so-calledozone"self-healing"
ef-

to an increasein ozone(and henceozonecolumn),par- fect [e.g.,Brasseurand Solomon,1986].The effectsof
ticularly in the polar regions.
Zonal, monthly-mean profilesfor January are shown
in Figure 7. Overall, the Linoz climatologieswere in
excellent agreement with observations; the shape and
seasonality of the profiles were captured, while their
magnitude was in good overall agreement displaying,

the generallywarmer than climatologytemperaturesin
the GISS II' fields are clearer in the profiles: a decrease

in ozonethrough the middle and upper stratosphereas
is evident from the reduced maximums and the pinchedoff 5 ppmv contourat the SouthPole (as comparedwith
the local and columnfeedbackclimatologies).
10-20% errors. All climatologies(exceptthe EC/Oslo
Finally, the stability of Linoz has been tested by iniwhich extendsonly to z* :30 km) systematicallyun- tializing,using0.2 and 5 timesthe observed
climatology
derestimatesthe ozonein the upper stratosphereby 10- with the GISS IIt meteorologicalfields. In these cases,
20% as comparedwith our adopted climatology. Note ozonerapidly convergedback to the samesteadystate
that Linoz drives the model toward the photochemi- shownin Figures 6 and 7. Its stability and performance
cal balance, not toward the climatology. This "ozone when run interactively in a GCM has not yet been asdeficit" is common to all photochemical models adopt- sessed;however,testing in the GISS GCM is under way.
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Figure 7. January zonal-meanozonemixing ratio (ppmv) for (a) observedclimatology,and
for variousLinoz climatologies:(b) EC/Oslo (includinglocal ozone,temperature,and column
feedbacks),(c) GISS II (localand columnozonefeedbacks),(d) GISS II' (localozonefeedback
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and columnfeedbacks)."Ozonehole"/PSC-typechemistryis not includedin Linoz.
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Table 1. Linearized and Synthetic Ozone Annual Budgetsand Cross-TropopauseFluxes
Linearized

GISS II'
Burden (Tg) a
Net Production (Tg/yr)
ReleaseRate (Tg/yr)

Ozone

EC/Oslo

Synthetic Ozone

GISS II

Stratosphere
3127b
3145

2934
421
-

GISS II'

EC/Oslo

GISS II

-

-

-

458

790

-

-

-

-

-

475

475

475

790
1.09
3

475
0.90
18

475
1.41
0

475
1.00
2

16

20

-2 ½

14

227

241

197

Cross-TropopauseFlux

Total (Tg/yr)

421

N-S Ratio

0.89

% > 60øN
% > 60 øS

21
23

458
1.61
0

-3 ½

Troposphere

Burden (Tg) a

250

251

259

The tropopauseis definedat 300 hPa from 90øSto 30øS,100hPa between30øSand 30øN, and
300 hPa from 30øN to 90øN.

•On January 1.

bIncludesclimatology above 2 hPa.
CNet transport into stratosphere.

2.3.

Cross-Tropopause

Ozone Flux

Table 1 summarizesthe Linoz annual budgets and
cross-tropopausefluxes. These calculations are based
on an approximate tropopause, which is defined at
300 hPa from 90øS to 30øS, 100 hPa between 30øS and

30øN, and 300 hPa from 30øN to 90øN. The global,
annual cross-tropopause
fluxes are 421 Tg (GISS IIt),

458 Tg (EC/Oslo), and 790 Tg (GISS II). The GISS
IIt and EC/Oslo fluxescomparewell with our best estimate of 475 4- 120 Tg based on measurementsand

tracer-tracercorrelations(discussed
below), while the

altitude of the 100 and 200 ppbv contoursfor the GISS

IIt and EC/Oslo climatologies
in January,each compared to observations.
The GISS IIt contours are at lower altitudes, relative

to observation,by up to 4 km at the South Pole and
2 km in the North Pole. In the tropics the opposite
is true: the GISS IIt contours are up to 2 km higher
than observations,which may indicate a high tropi-

cal tropopause.The EC/Oslo contourscomparemuch
better with the climatology,generally within 1 km.
Linoz profilesare evaluatedthrough comparisonswith

monthlyaverages
of multiyearozonesonde
data [Logan,

GISS II flux is unrealisticly large. For each calculation
the annual cross-tropopauseflux was equivalent to the 1999a,hi. GlSS li t, EC/Oslo, and sondeprofilesfor
the midtroposphereto lower stratosphereJuly means
net annual stratospheric production and the net annual
are shownin Figure 9 at six stations:Alert, Edmonton,
tropospheric destruction. Unfortunately, studies of the
Hohenpeissenberg,
Hilo, Natal, and Lauder. Note that
cross-tropopause
flux of air mass [e.g., Appenzelleret
zonalmeansare no longerusedand that a linear scaleis
al., 1996]are not readily scaledto the ozoneflux withemployedto emphasizethe tropopauseand lowerstratoout a complete reanalysis. The GISS IIt and GISS II
fluxes show only a small hemisphericasymmetry, while

the EC/Oslo has two thirds of its net flux occurring
in the Northern Hemisphere. The tropospheric burdens, though clearly underestimatingozoneproduction
in the free tropospherecompare with models running

tropospheric
chemistry[e.g.,Hauglustaineet al., 1999],
are reasonable.

In the GISS IIt simulation, a large fraction of the
cross-tropopause
transport occursat the poles(alsothe
caseat the SouthPole in the GISS II simulation).This

sphere. Clearly,there is goodagreementbetweenthe

Linoz and the sonde profiles at all stations with little
to choosefrom betweenthe GISS II • and the EC/Oslo
profiles.Note that theseplotsmay maskdifferences
of
up to 30 ppbv in the troposphere.

3. Synthetic Ozone (Synoz)
3.1.

Definition

Syntheticozone(Synoz)is a passive,ozone-like
tracer

is not seenin the EC/Oslo simulation(basedon fore- releasedinto the stratosphere at a rate equivalent to
ozoneflux. The
casts from analyzed fields) and, further, is inconsis- that of the prescribedcross-tropopause
tent with our current understanding of stratosphere- releaseregionis boundedby 30øSto 30øN and 70 to
troposphereexchange[WMO, 1999].
This discrepancy is clearly seen when the ozone mixing ratio is usedas a diagnosticof the tracer tropopause,
as in Figure 8. Typically, the transition from troposphere to stratosphere occurs at about 100 ppbv of

10 hPa, so it mimicsthat in which chemistrypredicts
net photochemical
productionof ozone(seeFigure5).

Insidethis region,the releaserate is constantin mixing
ratio. As with Linoz, Synoz is relaxed to 25 ppbv with
an e-fold of 2 days in the lower troposphere. In the
ozone[Logan,1999a],and Figure 8 showsthe pressure absenceof chemistryand in steady state, the global,
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18

Observed Cross-Tropopause
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Ozone Flux

This method requires an observational constraint for

the global, annual cross-tropopause
ozoneflux a priori.

16

The approachof Murphy and Fahey[1994]usesthe observedN2 O-Os correlation to derive a cross-tropopause

•'14

ozoneflux by scalingto the reverse(upward) N20 flux
derived

from models

and measurements.

of 3.5 x 10TMcm -2 s-•

Their

value

is consistent with earlier esti-

mates based on independent methods but is reported
with large uncertainty. A problem with this derivation
is the use of the N20-Os correlation: in the region of
interest (50-500 ppbv of Os), N20 only varies by 10%
(280-310 ppbv), making the correlationslopea poorly
determined quantity. In addition, the N20 flux into the
stratosphere occurs mainly in the tropics, whereas the
ozone return flux occurs primarily at midlatitudes. Observationsreveal that these two regionshave distinctly
different correlation slopes. Thus the issue of which
N20-Os relationship to use remains unclear.
We adopt a two-part transfer standard which we believe more accurately defines the ozone flux. The N20-

8

18

16

_•4

NOy and NOy-O3 correlationshave tighter relationships, a smaller seasonality, and are more accurately
determined with respect to instrument noise, than the

<•12

N20-Os
,e10

correlation. On the basis of a mean lifetime of

120(4-17%)yr [Ko et al., 1991;IPCC, 1995]and a tropospheric mixing ratio of 310 ppbv, the flux of N20 into

the stratosphere
is 1.67 x 109(4-17%)cm-2 s-•

The

net yield of NOy from N20 is well definedfrom midlatitude
6

r

[-

measurements

which

are consistent

with

models

1

and ANOy/AN20=-O.073(4-14%) is the slopeof the
correlation[Keim et al., 1997]. The NOy/O3 ratio observedat midlatitudesis 0.0033(4-12%)with most data
Figure 8. Diagnosticof tropopause,specificallythe points falling within the range 0.0025 to 0.0040 [Murpressurealtitude of the 100 and 200 ppbv zonal-mean
phy et al., 1993; Fahey et al., 1996]. These ratios are
ozonemixing ratio contours.Shownare Linoz (solid)

-:o

o

Latitude(deg.)

andSynoz(dashed)
for the GISSI¾ (top)andEC/Oslo notably different in polar and tropical regions,but the

fields(bottom) for January. Theseare comparedwith
the observedclimatology(dotted). The top curvesin
eachpanel representthe 200 ppbv contour.

total flux of these two downward moving tracers into
the troposphere is dominated by the midlatitudes. Multiplying these three numbers gives an estimate of the

cross-tropopause
ozoneflux: 3.7x 10•ø(4-25%)
cm-2 s-•
annual cross-tropopauseSynoz flux is thus forced to be
identical to the total releasedinto the stratosphere.
This techniqueensuresthat the cross-tropopause
flux
of ozone can be matched to observational

constraints

and that it is controlledin terms of seasonalityand
location by the model circulation. In analogy with
Linoz an ozonetropopausemay be diagnosedbasedon a
Synozisopleth.Further, the separationof stratospheric
and troposphericair can be defineddynamicallyin the
model on a grid box by grid box basis by the $ynoz

or 475 4- 120 Tg/yr.
The N20-NOy correlationincludesthe effectsof NOy
transported into the stratosphere across the tropical

tropopause[Murphy and Fahey, 1994]. Also, the importanceof denitrified stratosphericair enteringthe troposphere is expected to be small given that the poles
represent a very small region of the globe. In addition,
extensive measurements show that the correlation slope

varies by lessthan 10% over a large range of latitudes

and over all seasons[Murphy and Fahey,1994],which
means the impact of denitrification on the bulk stratosphere must also be included.

concentration. For example, in some U CI CTM applicationsthe transition from stratosphericto tropospheric
3.3.
chemistry is defined as the Synoz 100 ppbv isopleth

[Wild et al., 2000]. Synozmay, in fact, be preferable
to Linoz in modelsthat have a coarselyresolvedstrato-

Synoz in the UCI

CTM

On the basisof an ozonereleaserate of 475 Tg/yr

in the stratosphere,the CTM was again run to steady
sphereor an unrealisticcross-tropopause
flux (as was state usingthe three sets of meteorologicalfields. The
the casefor the GISS II Linoz simulation).
Synoz annual budgets and cross-tropopausefluxes are
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Figure 9. July ozoneprofilesat selectedozonesonde
stations: GISS II • Linoz model (solid),
EC/Oslo Linoz model(dashed),and multi year,monthlyaveragedozonesonde
data (dotted). A
linear scaleis usedto emphasizethe lower stratosphere(discrepancies
in tropospherecan be as
large as 30 ppbv). Ozonesondemeansbasedon 20 July soundingsat Alert from 1988 to 1993, 46
July soundingsat Edmonton from 1980 to 1993, 109 at Hohenpeissenberg
from 1980 to 1993, 26
at Hilo from 1986 to 1993, 19 at Natal from 1978 to 1992, and 17 at Lauder from 1986 to 1990

[Logan,1999a,b].

given in Table 1. The north-to-south ratio is similar to divergefrom observationsand cannot be usedto derive
the Linoz simulation, and the polar problemswith the stratospheric ozone columns.
GISS fields are still present. The Synoz tropospheric
burdensare 10-60 T g smaller than their Linoz counter4. Summary
parts due primarily to a lack of productionin the tropWe present two simple and computationally efficient
ical upper tropospherewhere Linoz includes02 photolstratosphericozonemodelsfor usein global atmospheric
ysis(fromFigure5, about I ppbv/d).
The January 100 and 200 ppbv Synozisoplethsare models.The first, linearizedozone(Linoz), is basedon
compared with the correspondingLinoz and observed a first-order Taylor expansion of ozone tendency about
climatologyisoplethsin Figure 8. Overall, the shape local ozone mixing ratio, temperature, and overhead
of the Synoz contours closely resemblesthat of the column ozone density. Using the U C Irvine chemical
Linoz contoursare differencesin contour heights are transport model (CTM) driven by GISS II t, GISS II,
lessthan I km. The differencesbetweenthe Synozand and EC/Oslo meteorologicalfields,resultantlinearized
Linoz contoursare explainedby the Synoz (1) lack of ozoneclimatologieswere found to be in very good agreeproductionin the tropical upper troposphere,(2) lack ment with observations. The one notable exception is
of destructionin the summerhemisphereextratropical the GISS fields at the poles. The second, synthetic
stratosphere,and (3) static releaseregionthat is not ozone (Synoz), is a passive,ozone-liketracer released
shiftedin latitude toward the summerhemisphere.The into the stratosphere at a rate equivalent to that of the
comparisonof contour heights at other months was es- cross-tropopause
ozonemassflux, which basedon measentially identical, which further underscoresthe basic suredNOy-N20 and NOy-O3 correlations,
we estimate
similaritiesbetweenSynoz and observedozone,a result to be 475 q- 120 Tg/yr.
not unexpectedbased on the slow photochemicalevoluLinoz produced a cross-tropopauseozone fluxes of
tion of ozonein the lowermoststratosphere.Of course, 421 Tg/yr for the GISS IIt winds and 458 Tg/yr for
Synozprofilesabovethe lowermoststratosphere
rapidly the EC/Oslo winds, consistentwith our estimate of
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475q-120 Tg/yr. The heightof both the Linoz and the
Synoz 100 and 200 ppbv contoursare in good agreement with observationswhen driven by the EC/Oslo
fields; the GISS II' contours are also consistentwith
observationsexcept in the polar regions.
These simulations indicate that either Linoz or Synoz
are suitable candidates for a an efficient and simple
stratosphericozone in troposphericCTMs. For CTMs
that have a poorly resolved stratosphere or whose dynamics produce an unrealistic cross-tropopauseozone

flux (as was the casefor the GISS II fields), Synozis
the better

candidate.
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Br

that do not suffer these

shortcomings,Linoz is preferable becauseit producesa
realistic and interactive stratospheric ozone field that
allows for on-line calculation of ozone columns and pho-

tolysis/heatingrates. Further, Linoz can alsobe usedin
GCMs, allowing feedback among ozone, heating rates,
and the circulation. The next generation of Linoz will
include important source gases for climate change in
the 21st century. This would entail a chemistry that allows ozone to respond to evolving background concentrations of CH4, stratospheric H20, N20, and strato-

Figure A1. List of speciesand families usedin the photochemical box model calculations of ozone tendency.
Reactions involving the long-lived sourcegases,such as
N•O and the CFCs, are not included in the radical bal-

ance. Therefore,with the familiesNOv, C1v and Brv
specifiedas here, these sourcegasesdo not directly impact the calculations.

speciesi, and S is the sulfate surfacearea density. Uptake
coefficientsfor the first five reactions,(A1)-(A5),
sphericNOv. A copyof the Linozchemistrycoefficients
possessa strong temperature dependence[DeMote et
is available from the authors upon request.
al., 1997; Hendrickset al., 1999] and only becomeim-

Appendix:

Photochemical

portant at low temperatures. The last two, reactions

Model

(A6) and (A7), have a temperatureindependentuptake
coefficient
(")/N•O5
= 0.1; ")/BrONO2
--' 0.8) [DeMoteet al.,
The photochemicalbox model of Prather [1992]and
1997].
A
background
sulfate
surface-area
densityclimaPrather and Jaffe [1990] is used to calculatethe lintology (18 altitudes, 18 latitudes, 4 seasons)derived
earized ozone tables.
While the basic model remains
unchanged,there have been several improvements. The from SAGE II measurements[e.g., Thomasonet al.,
general chemistry set includesincludes 101 kinetic reac- 1997] is used. Polar stratosphericcloudsand ternary
tions, 36 photolysisreactions,and 43 species(although
not all of these are required for the tendency calculations, as discussedbelow). Reaction rate coefficients
and absorption cross sections are adopted from DeMore et al. [1997]. Exceptionsto the former include
OH+NO2 [Brownet al., 1999a]and OH+HNO3 [Brown
et al., 1999b1.
The following sevenbeterogenousreactionsknown to
occuron and/or in sulfate aerosolshave been added:

ClONO2 + H20(a)
C1ONO2+ HCI(a)
HOCI + HCi(a)
HOBr + HCi(a)
HOBr + HBr(a)
N2Os + H20(a)
BrON02 + H20(a)

---+
--+
•
--+
--•
--+
--+

HOC1+ HNO3,
C12+ HNO3,
C12+ H20,
BrC1+ H20,
Br2 + H20,
2HNO3,
HOBr + HNO3.

(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(AS)
(A6)
(A7)

The rates are treated as pseudo-first order reactions in
which the rate co-efficient is expressedin the form

ki- •- ciS,

aerosolsinside the polar vortex are not included.
For the calculations of ozone tendencies performed

in this study,ozone,the families(NOy, C1v, and Brv),
CO, and the hydrogenreservoirs(CH4, H20, and H2)
are set by climatologyand/or tracer correlations.With
the families specified, long-lived source gasessuch as
N20 and CFCs are not included in the radical balances
and thus do not directly impact these calculations(al-

thoughthere is an indirect impact becausethey are still
usedin tracer correlations).The remainingspeciesare
calculated to be in 24-hour steady state. All species
and families used in these calculationsare given in Figure A1, and detailsconcerningtheir initialization can be

foundelsewhere
[AvailoneandPrather,1997].The box
model is integrated for 30 days with the diurnal cycle
fixed at mid-month.

In the evaluation

of the derivatives

the secondtendencycalculation(basedon a perturbed
value of local ozone,temperature, or column ozone) is
initialized usingthe sameradical concentrationsas the
first.
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